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News- Lites
By Walter King
A GRAND OLD
STATESMAN SPEAK'S AGAINIn his first major speech on foreign
relations since relinquishing his post as
secretary of State, James F. Byrnes has
condemned talk of war and urged the
great powers ro be less stubborn in their
demands.
Russia and rhe United States should
realize that neither can dictate the peace
terms and that there is no place for the
"take it or leave it" attitude, he said.
Byrnes agreed with 'Secretary of State
Marshall's position that "We muse not
compromise on great principles in order
to achieve agreement for agreement's
sake," but he called for wise decisions
as to the distinction between questions
of principles and questions of policy.
--0--

u.

,,

S. PRESS TOO
EFFICIENT FOR BEVINBritain' s foreign secretary, Ernest
Bevin, says that the efficiency of the
U. S. press is one of the greatest handicaps in international negotiations. He
doesn't use the word "efficiency" but
for what he does say the term may
certainly b_e applied.
Not only is every word of the conference reported, but even the sub-committees and deputies are not immune,
he complaihed. "One cannot even think
aloud or make preliminary suggestions
to one's colleagues without having it
hurled into headlines in th~ press."
It isn't that Bevin is against freedom
of the press - he denies that he wants
secrecy in negoiations - it's just that
such complete news coverage cramps
his style.
--0--

PURPLE HEART JOURNALIST'S-Strange as it may seem, the world's
largest chain of newspapers is not operated on monetary basis.
Despite the lack of advertising 125
newspapers, scattered throughout the
nation in Veterans Administration hospitals, are paying off in a big way paying off in bolstered morale and
mended minds for thousands of wounded veterans.
Journalism experience is limited on
the staffs of these papers, but there is
plenty of understanding of their reader's
language. Some of the "leg men" are
without legs; others are blind or deaf,
but the individual circulation of the
papers they put out range from 85 to
10,000.
The aim os the papers are two-fold.
They inform and amuse the patients
and serve as an occupational therapy for
their staffs.
--0--

EXPEN'SIVE POST CARDMistaking a fire box for a mail box
can prov~ embarrassing, according to
Iona Forbes, a high school senior from
Bird City, Kansas.
While on a tour of the Pikes Peak
area, Iona attempted to mail a post card
home. The resultant cost to the city of
Colorado 'Springs, Colo., for turning
out its fire-fighting apparatus was about
$50.
--0--

HE'S ABOUT OUT OF HATSA guy that believes in being well
supplied in hats is William Wulker, of
San Francisco, but even his vast supply
is abou t gone.
W h ite in London, in 1905, Wulker
saw a hot that he liked, and being a
man of unchanging taste (in hats), he
purchased 25 of them, at $6 each. Now
he's down to his last hat.
-<>-A MAN THAT LIKES CAKE IS'Stanley Brown, cf San Francisco,
whose cake-eating ability is only slightl y u nequal to his appetite, which cost
h im $2 0 in a Capetown, South African
hotel recently.
When he saw an attractive display of
(Continued on page six.)
·
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Chandler Receives
Commission From
Governor Of N. M.
A field executive for the Boy Scouts
of America in New Mexico for the past
three years, Richard N. Chandler, a
'44 graduate of Harding, and son of
Mrs. Bonnie Chandler, Harding dietitian, has been commissioned as Colonel, Aide-de-Camp on the Staff of the
Governor of the state of New Mexico.
The official position became effective
on April 15.
New Mexico's Commander-in-Chief,
Governor Mabry, conferred the honor
on Mr. Chandler for "special trust, confidence, ability and patrotism."
Recently, following the distinguished
state award, Mr. Chandler has al~o
been promoted to office manager and
assistant to the Chief Scout of the Albuquerque troop district.
First entering the Boy 'Scouts of
America as a boy scout with the Memphis, Tenn., troop at the age of 12,
Mr. Chandler has manifested an active
interest in boys and the organization
throughout his high school and . college
years. He was the acting Scout Master
of the Searcy troop during '42-'44 and
was counselor of boys two summers at
Dr. Benson's Camp Tahkodah.
A graduate of the Harding Academy
in 1940, Mr. Chandler was manager
of Harding's riding academy for five
years, beginning in 1939 ad'd continuing until his graduation from Harding
in May 1944.
While a Harding college student, he-.
was a member of the T. N. T. and
equestrian clubs, of which he was
president in '42-'4·3 and '41-'42, respectively.
After his graduation from college,
Mr. Chandler went to New Mexico
where he was employed in the physics
department of the University of New
Mexico, until a year later, when he
joined the Boy Scouts of America as a
field executive for New Mexico with
headquarters at Albuquerque.

Alumni Announces
Program Plans For
End Of School Term
Preparations are being made for the
Alumni programs held annually at the
end of the school year. The Alumni
chapel will be conducted by the class
of '2 7 this year on Wednesday morning, May 28, in the college auditorium
at ten o'clock. Members of classes '32,
'37, and '42 are planning to have reunions.
Wednesday afternoon the Alumni
softball team will play the varsity. Any
alumnus of Ha.rding is invited to play.
Leonard Kirk, who was director of
the college chorus until •4,5, is working
on numbers for alumni ensembles. Mr.
Kirk is now working with choruses in
Columbia and Nashville, Tennessee.
As is customary, all alumni will be
admitted free to the final lyceum which
will be given Wednesday evening at
the 'Searcy High School auditorium at
eight-fifteen.
- After the comm~ncement exercises
are over on Thursday, the alumni will
meet in the college dining hall for their
annual dinner. The senior class will at
that time be formally inducted into the
Association.
Officers of the organization are
Clifton Ganus, president; Jim Bill McInteer, vice-president; Annie Mae Alr
ston, secretary-treasurer; ·Joseph E. Pryor, executive secretary.
The connecting link between the animal and vegetable kingdom is hash.

Final .Exam
Schedule
e_:OO
.00
10 :00
l :15
3 : 15
8 :00

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
.Monday
Tuesday

10 :45
1 : 15
3: 15
8:00

Tnesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wed.

L

All English 103
All English 107
All History 107
8 :00 classes
8 :55 classes
9:50 & 10 :40
classes
11 :40 classes
1:15 classes
2:1~ classes
3: 15 classes

Plans Completed For
Graduation Exercises
An announcement from James Ganus
of the senior class, released
information concerning graduation exercises.
pre~ident

Because of the inadequate seating
capacity of the college auditorium, the
bacculareate and commencement exercises will be held May 25 at seventhirty p. m. and May 29 at ten a. m
in the Searcy High School auditorium.
N. B. Hardeman and J. P Sanders
have been chosen by the senior class
to be speakers for the occassions. N. B.
Hardeman, president of Freed-Hardeman College in Henderson, Tennessee,
will deliver the bacculareate address. ].
P. Sander~, dean of David Lipscomb
College, in Nashville, Tennessee, will
be the commencement speaker.
The baccaulareate program will be as
follows:
·
Processional, "She~herd of Tender
Youth", Harding College Chorus.
Congregational hlmy, led by Andy
T. Ritchie, Jr.
introduction of speakers, Dr. George
'S. Benson.
Sermon, N. B. Hardeman.
Song, "Beautiful Savior", Harding
College Chorus.
Andy
Congregational hymn, led
T. Ritchie, Jr.
Recessional, "Praise to God Immortal, Praise", Harding College Chorus.
The program for commencement will
be as follows:
Processional, "Holy, Holy, Holy'" .
Harding College Chorus.
· Invocation, Dr. W. K. Summitt
Song, "Lo, a Voice", Harding College Chorus.
Introduction of speaker, Dr. George
$. Benson.
Address, J. P. Sanders.
Confering of degrees, Dr. Geor'ke S.
Benson.
Presentation of Awards, Dean L. C.
Sears.
Remarks, C. L. Ganus.
Song, "My God and I", Harding
College Chorus.
Benediction, S. A. Bell.
Recessional, "Oh God, Our Help
in Ages Past", Harding College Chorus.
M-embers of the graduating class are
Mary Adams, Charles Allen, Ruth
Ba.cnes, Robert Bell, Barbara Brown,
Colis Campbell, Joseph Cannon, Kay
Cavin, Lois -Church, Charles Doyle,
Fon 'S. Durham, Frank Ellis, Howard
Ewing, James Ganus, Dewitt Garrett,
Jr., Mary Belle Garner, Leon Gibson,
Robert Gordon, Robert Grayson, James
Gunselman, Jean CJunter, Billy Harris,
Maryann I{azlet, Thelda Healy, Therman Healy, Lois Hemingway, Charles
Huddleston, Estelle Jackson, Anna
Maye Johnson, Doris Jphnson, James
Kinney, Dorothy King, Pat Lamb,
Mildred Lanier, Herbert Lawrence,
Vernon Lawyer, James McCorkle, Jack
McCorkle, John Mason, Maxine Mercer, A. C. Moore, Ralph Noffsinger,
Lu Evelyn Patten.
Carnelle Patterson, Arthur Peddle,
Rosemary Pledger, Claudia Pruett, Janet
Rea, Vivian Rogers, Mae Shull, Margaret Smart, Dorothy Smith, Clark
Stevens, Dale Straughn, Helen 'Swnmitt,
(Continued on page six.)
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British Consul To Speak
At Alpha Honor Banquet
Press Club Holds ·
Annual Banquet
The annual Press Club banquet was
held Saturday, May 17 at 8: p. m., at
the Mayfair Hotel. Barbara Brown
passed the editor's hat to Josephine
Connell, next year's Bison editor, and
recognition was given to various members of the staff. Edna Hodge and Guthrie Dean were acknowledged as winners of the Bison Oratorical Contest.
The two sports editors took top
places in numbers of inches earned
during the year. Jimmie Atkinson, since
shortly before Christmas, amassed 1200
inches. Tommy Thompson came in
second with 864.
Four new members of Nu Zeta Chi,
honorary journalism fraternity, were announced. They are Joe Dan, Tipps, senior; Mary Ruth Scort, sophomore; and
Tommy Thompson and Jimmie Atkinson, freshmen.
Press Club members receiving recognition for their activities on the Bison
include Jimmie Atkinson, Morgan
Buffington, Margaret Clampitt, Jo
Connell, Merry Dell Dyer, Mary Jean
Godwin, Dale Jorgenson, Emil Menes,
Claudia Pruett, Mafy Ruth Scott, Dot
Smith, Sammie 'Swim, Tommy Thompson, Joe Dan Tipps, Jean Gunter,
Barbara Brown, Blanche Tranum, Maxine Mercer, and Marvin Brooker.
Miniature newspapers were used as
programs, and name slugs )Vere the
place cards. The menu included chicken roll, mashed potatoes, green beans,
hot rolls, Waldorf salad, and a strawberry and ice cream sundae.
Guests of the Press Club included
Mrs. Neil B. Cope, Mr. and Mrs Ralph
Van Meter, owner of the White County Printing Company, Marvin Howell,
former member of the -Bison staff, and
assistant editor of the Dunklin Demicrat in Kennett, Missouri, and Edna
Hodge, one of the winners of the Oratorical Contest.

Brooks To Head
Campus Players
Therman Healy, president of the
dramatic club, announces that officers
for next year's dramatic club have been
elected. A junior from Dallas, Texas,
Charles Brooks will serve as president.
Charles filled the vice-president's position this year. Morgan Buffington, junior -from Montgomery, Alabama, will
serve as vice-president. Betty Spruell,
sophomore from Essex, Missouri, will
serve as secretary-treasurer of the
group.

Laundry Deadline!
The college laundry will not be
able to accept any cleaning business
from students after Samrday, May
24.

Academy Presents
One-Act Play
Saturday Aftemoon
"Angel Face",. a one-act presentation
of the Academy dramatic club, was given in the auditorium Saturday afternoon, May 17, at 2:15. A one-act comedy, "Angel Face" was written and arranged by Josephine Bacon and Jack
D. Keller. Forest Moyer, assisted by
Ernie Wilkerson, directed the play.
The story centered around the mischievous schemes of Sue Summers, the
baby of the family, better known as
Angel Face. Grandpa 'Summers added
to the comedy with his attempts to persuade someone to play chess with him.
The cast included Kathryn Cone, as
Sue Summers; Doug Reaves and Geneva
Meurer as Mr. and Mrs. Henry Summers; Golden Young and Mary Jo Lawyer as Mary and Peggy Summers; Allen
Brown as Grandpa Summers; Bobby
Butler as Roger Sutton; rBuce Rhodes
as Andy Stevens.
Make-ups were done by Millie Lanier and Forest Moyer.

Two Plays To Be
Given Tonight
Tonight in the college auditorium
the dramatic club will present two
one-act plays. The door will be open
at six o'clock and an admission price
of ten cents per pers~n or fifteen cents
per couple will be charged. The plays
are being directed by Gerry Young and
James Willett.
·
"We Call It Freedom", one act drama directed by Miss Young, states the
case of an exceptionally well educated
Negro girl who has been forced to forsake her ambitions and accept a position as domestic servant. Roles are played by Millie Lanier, Elaine Wythe,
Nadine Young and Josephine Connell.
The second play, "The Doctor Decides," tells the story of a missionary
doctor who is preaching in Asia. He
finds it necessary but difficult to make
an all important decision. This play
was directed by James Willet and
characters are portrayed by Therman
Healy, Judy Hogan, Ed Ransom, Maxine Mercer, and Elaine Wythe.

NEW MEMBERS

All candidates for office must be
Campus Players and are elected by that
group.
Four members of the dramatic club
will be initiated into the Campus
Players Friday afternoon, May 23.
They are Nadine Young, Neva Jim
Chesshir, Alfred Goldman, and Ed Ransom. To be qualified for membership
in· the Campus Players, candidates must
be members of the dramatic club at
least two consecutive terms, and turn
in a sufficient amount of work on all
phases of play production. Interest and
attitude are other points considered.
Plans are being made to hold the an~
nual Campus Player Alumni breakfast
Thursday morning, May 29. All past
members o.f the Campus Players are invited to attend as guests of the present
group.

Dramatic Frat
Holds Election
The Harding chapter of the Alpha
Psi Omega held a brief business meeting immediately following m1t1at10n
ceremonies conducted Wednesday evening May 14, at the Mayfair Hotel. Officers for the coming year were elected.
Dr. Joseph Pryor, head of the chemistry
department, was retained as Director.
Josephine Connell, junior from Smack·
over, Arkansas, was elected 'Stage- Man·
ager. Edna Hodge, junior from Oklaho·
ma City, was chosen Business-manager·
Retiring officers are Charles Huddleston and Ruth Benson.
Dr. Jack Wood Sears serves the group
as faculty adviser.

A. Stanley Fordham
Selected For Address
A. Stanley Fordham, who is the
British Consul at St. Louis, has been
chosen to be the speaker presented by
the Alpha Honor Society at their an·
nual banquet held at the close of the
school year. Fordham has announced as
his subject "The British Empire in the
Post War Era."
The banquet is open to the public
and will be held in the banquet hall
of the Rendezvous Wednesday evening,
May 28 , at six o'clock. Tickets may be
obtained for $1.35 each from any mem·
ber of the 'Society.
Before 1945, invitations to the annual banquet were restricted to members of the Society only. It was customary to have the event on the last
Wednesday evening of the school year.
When the banquets were first opened
to the public, three purposes were set
forth :
1. To make the Society more of a
service group by bringing outstanding
speakers to Searcy.
2. To emphasize the importance of
scholarship by this means.
3. To bring the citizens of Searcy and
the college, faculty and students, in
closer contact.
Last year the speaker presented by
the 'Society was Ben H. Henthorne,
president of Kansas City College of
Commerce and a certified instructor of
the Dale Carnegie Course. His subject
was "Shaking Hands With the World".
At rhe banquet in 1945, attended by
two hundred fifty, Gung Hsing Wang,
Consul of New Arleans since 1938,
spoke on "China's Educational Revelopment". Gung Tsing Wang was an honor student of the Shanghai University
and has spent eight years in Chicago
as Vice Consul.
This year's officers of the Alpha
Honor Society are Clark Stevens, president; James B. Kinney, vice-president;
Dr. W. K. 'Summitt, secretary-treasurer.

Tickets On Sale
For ·Final Lyceum
At eight-fifteen on Wednesday evening, May 28 , at the Searcy High School
Auditorium, the Harding chapter of the
Alpha Psi Omega will present "The
Spy", a three-act drama of the American Revolution. Admission prices are
thirty-five cents for smdents and fifty
cents for adults. Tickets are now on
sale and may be obtained from Alfred
Goldman, Joe Dan Tipps, Nadine
Young, Neva Jim Chesshir, or Ed
Cade.
Under the co-direction of Dr. Jack
Wood 'Sears and Mrs. J. T Cone, the
rehearsals are pointing to a well rounded presentation. This fast moving play
portrays an exciting incide.n t of Colonial America's struggle 1for independence.
It · centers about an attempt by the
British to apprehend an American spy
who has been traced to the home of
Mrs. Sophie Haywood, widow of an
American officer. A thrilling climax is
reached as the spy and a high-ranking
British officer match wits for information which is of vital importance to the
American cause.
President Truman, who insists that
business shculd reduce prices of gods,
insists that the biggest business of all,
the United States government, should
not reduce prices of taxes.
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ent of Schools ar Kensett, Arkansas.
While here ",in school he was a member' of the TNT so~ial club. They have
two children : Delbert . Junior and Ruth

Ella.

TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MASTHEAD'

-a-

The m1mster of the Baptist church
"Preparedness". "World War III'". "The Atomic Age\
Robert "Bill" Harris is the agent
There comes a time in ' every young columnist's life when he finds that he
Phrases such as these fill the air with smoke these anxious days. has nothing to write about. This is one of those times.
for Missouri Pacific in Newport, Ark- in Wainsgate, Yorkshire, had, becaus'!
' ansas. He was also a member of the of nearly impossible financial circumThere is a tension.. in the nation as of a storm about to break. UnWhen I awoke this morning, the sun was shining. .Everything was joy until
TNT club. Bill and Buck have a sister stances for. his large family at such a
rest is a general thing as ·w ar-sentiment grows imminent.
I remembered that this collection of notes had overrun the week'i; deadline - and
here in school at the present time, small congregation, accepte~. a call
Not so long ago these ideas would have been classed 'alarmist', on the initial effort of our new editor-in-chief, Jo Connell, Many pardons, but
for a larger and more substantial
Betty Harris.
London church.
aG those of a 'war-monger'.
Today they point to a general trend suddenly we are reminded of a Bison staff banquet joke--<>-Dr. Fawcett preached his 'Sunday
indicative of a disturbed future. "Why"?
Mr. and Mrs. Lee F. Lambert live iu
Ir seems that this assistant editor was stranded on a south sea island, captive
farewell sermon with tears in his eyes
Coro~a, California. Mr. Lambert arYour history classes should cue you in for the answer. Your of a cannibal chieftain.
This little group of people had meant
tended Harding in 1'941 and since his
history teachers can point out the previous causes of war and the
a great deal to him. They were close
"Hm-nim, you editor?" queried the cannibal leader.
stay here has worked on his Master's
to him in many ways and endured with
rumors of war. If there be no balance of power among all the na·
"No-No, only sub-editor," the jour.nalist said hastily.
Degree at Indiana State Teachers at
him a great many hardships. It seemed
tions; if there be a strong nation wi.th less than a normal supply of
"Hm-mm, do not worry," the cannibal remarked, licking his chops, "You Terre Haute, Indiana. At the present
to him that he was truly leaving what
food or raw material; if there exist two equally powerful ideologies, soon be editor-in-chief."
time he is working in the Post Office
had been home. His family wept.
then cause for war exists.
As aforementioned, ye olde Observation Tower was in a state of semi-nonex- in Corona, California.
The vans backed up to the door and
--0-loaded their furnirure. All was loaded
"Universal Military Training" is not "Just in Case". Universal istence some thirty hours after it was, due to the copyreaders. Immediately I fled
In Johnson City, Tennessee we find
and the family mounted the wagou.
Military Training is the Ounce of Prevention when war-fear is the from my room, onto the campus, and into the revered sanctum of the Bison.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Boyd. He is
The neighborhood was all out to s-::e
Jo entered the office as I completed the twelfth line of this epistle. She preaching for the Locust Street church
international epidemic. Our leaders hope to make Universal Military
rt.em off, .1n.my of them in tears. Hts
there and also for a near by congregaTraining the stitch in time to save our entire civilization. For who spoke, and her words were words of wisdom.
V>1fe finally broke out, "Oh John, wt
tion. They have one child, DeWaync.
"Hm-mm, past the deadline-"
can doubt the outcome of an atomic war?
can't go!"
age four.
Tohn Fawcett unloaded his ma(.!rial
"Yes," I whispered.
Why not say "Preparedness for Peace"? Should our law and
-o-po~sessions and stayed at W ainsgu:e.
She
smiled
swee_:ly.
Alnd
after
twenty.-five
lashes
I
was
allowed
to
procourts be relaxed or dissolved because there is no crime wave? Should
Mr. and Mrs. Cue Butler are now in After the experience was over, he sat
m.;r Doctors throw away all their preventative medicines because ceed once more on my journeyings into journalism.
Blue Eye, Missouri. Mrs. Butler, the down at his desk and penued the beBarbara (Brown, bless her) has found rest. Our Jo has assumed the burden fotmer Lois Epperly, attended Harding loved hymn, "Blest Be the Tie Thnt
there is no raging epidemic? War is a human frality; a disease of
in 1935. Mr. Butler is the postmastl!r Binds."
the power-hungry, forever the scourge of humanity. Shall our coun- and, deserting her endless spinning, faces new worlds to conquer.
As our seniors go out tr( · 't among
Years may come and years may go, but editors remain. The situation might in Bh,1e Eye. They have one son, Terry
try again become anemic because war seems a vague threat in the dim
Lloyd, ten months of age.
u~ we feel keenly the srv~"'"Jl ot ties
somehow be relieved by the introduction of editors who do not require deadfuture?
-a1l;~1 have been very bindwg to us. But
The Tournament for Power has begun. Two warriors of equal lines. - - Well, we can dream, can"t we?
Mr. Robert Anthony, who is now
w~ feel even strongr rhe :i?. in Chri~~ .
A COllEGE MAGAZINE?
principal of the Lonoke Public Schools realiLtng that most ,_,f th.;J: seni;:irs ar
strength stand in the arena. There shall be no quarter ... no "draw"
Somewhere our ranger in the observation tower picked up the seeds of what llere in Arkansas plans to enter Pea- gomi; to take thPir p1alt: m the worl>
decision.
might
become a realit)f A Bison staffer passed a rumor along to us that there body College this fall to work on his of the Lord. And •.s we reco~1:izc J;e
That statement sounds strong, doesn't it? The words, in general,
Master's Degree.
;;pi: HS and amb1tt:> : ; d fo'!se servants
are those of communist-inspired leaders. Their aim has been, and was a possibility that Harding students would soon be editing a college magazine.
-oof God, we feel more than ever:
will be, the advancement of Communism throughout the world. We can see a mountain of advantages: ( l) student training in writing, editing
Blest be the tie that· binds
Ida Hazlet, Denver, Colorado, is now
There stands but one opponent in the trial: Democracy. For Free- and publishing, ( 2) publicity for the college, (3) entertainment for all students. in nurses training at the Children's
Our hearts in Christian love.
Many colleges have school magazines. Most of them have from eight to Hospital in Denver. Ida was a freshThe fellowship of kindred minds
dom's sake he dare not move. He must stand and fight.
Is like to that above.
Two weeks ago an editorial in this paper, "Just in Case", argued twelve editions a year. There are limitless opportunities for service - to students, man here last year.
faculty,
and
alumni.
~h e idea of Universal Military Training as being a 'preparedness for
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
, ·ar ' schern.e. How right that was ... almost. That phrase should
Nor much longer will the traditional Bison roam Hardlng's campus, say next
h:1v~ read 'preparedness for the prevention of war'. An athlete conWe ;inticipated it . . . we dreamed of it . . . we planned for
ditions himself for the day of the the race, which doesn't keep him year's editors of the sheet. 1'he staff is considering changing the name.
it ... we prayed for guidance to use it ... and then this school year
Mr. Cope recalls that rhe publication was once called the 'Skeeter. It was
,'rum being healthy until that day comes. If he must run before then
was reality. It was shining and new, and mysterious and never-lived
then chan~ed to the Bison. Nearly everyone has agreed that the name should
L.:- is much better off for being prepared.
that day in late September. Now it is old, and the way we think of
The history teacher that told of moving into ·a new town to be changed again.
its opportunities depends on the use we have made of them.
For
Ir's gotta be this or that - build a home surrounded with high fences, mean watchd9gs and masome of us they are like old silver. .. more beautiful for much using.
.
SHRDLU
chine-guns while telling his neighbor he meant only friendship and
For some, though unused, they are tarnished and lacking in the luster
At the press banquet Saturday night, Etaoin Shrdlu's name was misspelled
trust, spoke of the world situation before Wo~ld War II. The edithey once possessed.
torial implied that the same condition existed today. 'It likened the "Shrudlu." Some people never learn. It just goes co show that nobody can
A few more days and the school year will be ended . · As we
U. S. foreign policy t<;> that builder, and overlooked a most import- spell Shrdlu but Shrdlu.
look over our shoulders at the past year most of us see a heap o' livant point.
ing crowded into the seven-sided walls of each week. To think of
Our country built fortifications only after she was attacked.
the past nine months is to see a blur of strange faces that gradually
When the war ended she tore them down, expecting her neighbors
became first familiar, then loved for the possibilities of service each
to do likewise. International disarmament failed to materialize. Inof those lives represented. The people ... conversations ... the experistead, other nations are more prepared to fight now than when the
ences have changed us ... and the eight hundred people who leave
As
we
turn
in
our
The Wildcat-war was in progress. Our nation is comparatively weak, and the
copy for the last edihere next week will not be the same people who came with expectanAt Louisiana College in
neighbors we seemed to trust most have trained their guns at that
tion of the Bison we
cy written in their eyes. We are all different . . . a part of each oththe
Pineville, Louisiana1
all think of next year
weakness. Our 'house' is surrounded by international wolves.
Freshman edition of the
er . . . the faculty ... and the ideas and principles we have studied had
and how time will
W ould it, at this point, be feasible or sensible to throw away our
Wildcat won the annual
their part in reshaping our souls.
take us to all parts
class editions .contest. Each
armaments, give away all our military and scientific secrets and let our
Backward glances must· not be prolonged. While going forward
of
the
world.
We'll
be
Scott
year at Louisiana State each
fighting manpower shrink into further nothingness?
edilooking
for
each
we
may
stumble if we continue to look backward. It's "eyes front,
class publishes an issue of
As long as we are strong Russia will fear us and not attack. The the paper, and the entries are judged
tion of the paper next
and forward march" and may we take knowledge and understanding
Smith
year and hoping that
moment we are weak, ·or when Russia is as strong as we are, war will by the editor. of the local paper.
of this year and during . the months ahead when we will be scattered
rhis
class
of
1947
will be represented
came.
--0-like feathers in the wind, show to those whom we will meet that it
in the cofumns once in a while.
A large standing army would be too big a strain on our taxpay- 0regon State BMomelerwas good to have been here, , and we 'are ready to give of ourselves
-0-The four classes at Oregon State are
ers. Universal Military Training gives the answer.
It gives us a
Frank Curtis is preaching for the
to others, and in doing this, give the richness and beauty, and under large reserve of manpower trained in the event of war. Universal uniting in tlieir efforts to present to church in Del Paso Hyts, California. standing and sympathy we have been storing up in our hearts these
che school the "Orange O", which will
Military Training is economical. Atomic warfare wlil be over almost be constructed somewhere on the cam- He plans to go to China this coming past golden months.
-M.R.S.
;is soon as it starts. There will be no one to hold the enemy until we pus. The platform on which the 15 fall. While here in Harding in 1946·
he was a member of the TNT social
can get ready. We must be ready!
foot 0 will rest will be 20 by 60 feet
club.
Just this once we should lock the stable door before the horse raised 4 feet above the ground. The
-0-I
gets out. We should prepare NOW for Peace and Liberty if our Re- entire structure will be of steel-reinforcDelbert "Buck" Harris is superintend
ed concrete. There will be accomodaOfficial srudent weekly ~ewspaper published during the regubr school year
public is to stand. For "the condition upon which God hath given rions for lighting and a public addres~
by
the
students of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
"On the card in the. front window
liberty to man is eternal vigilance."
system which will be concealed in two
an
apartment
house
appeared
the
folof
~
Ours is the final barricade, the last stronghold, for freedom . rooms underneath the 0. The strucrure
lowing notice: "A piano for sale". In
is expected to cost $6000.
t:\ssociateci 'Colle6ale Press
May it never fail.
-N. L.
the window just next to it another card

Over Our Shoulders

PICK-UPS

l~~-!he C~pusj

TH~ON

Question. of The Week
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE
NEW EDIOR?
Jimmie Atkinson: "Terrorfic! "
Fung Seen: "It's very hard to say."
Jo Webb : "'What do we think of
her Mrs. McCullough?"
Doyle Evans: "It's a good choice, but
can't think of anything outstanding to

Nugrapes from the College Inn."
Marie Thornton: "If you want the
truth, I thing she's swell, otherwise--"
Pere McCluggage: "She's okay, if
she'll give up fiddle playing."
Madalon Herren : "As an editor, she
is a credit."
Roger Hawley:
"Cow-cowburger"
say."
Connell ought to make a good editor."
Lucky Luttrell: 'Who is it? ("On
Edith Chastain: "I don't think they
the Bean" Luttrell they call him."
could have chosen a better one."
Joanna Thurston: "She suits 'me."
The· bugles are b\owing, the guards
Dale Jorgenson: " She's got long ears are at attention, ever thing is ready for
but - she's pretty."
the final statement f r the question of
Mary Lee Strawn: "Ditto." (Ditto the week - the edi or will now speak
Girl now, bur she'll be married soon.)
and defend herself.
at do you think
Ima Belle Kimbrough: "I think of the new editor, ditor?
she'll run the Bison bankrupt buying
Jo Connell: "Gar
en seed ! ! ! "

-o-P.urple and WhiteThe co-ed edition of the Pulple and
White was published the last of April
at Millsap College in Jackson, Mississippi. The gals got together and put out
an interesting paper . . . concerning
the things they are interested in.
-0--

BabblerAt Lispccomb the Babbler reports
this incident of a psychology class. The
professor asked a student about the
scientific tests for rating human beings (used by interviewers for jobs) .
The srudent in turn asked the professor
if the applicant were a teacher. The
Doctor quickly replied, "I don't want
him to teach- I want hiry to work!"
-<>--

The freed-Harde-rrwm Sky-Rocket fr
thtJ source of the following -

appeared with one word "Hurrah"."
"Because of war curtailment, a man
was carrying a grandfather's clock down
a crowded main street to a repair shop.
As the 'clock limited his vision, he
unirtcentionall y collided with a woman,
knocking her down. After collecting her
composure and packages the woman
struggled to her feet and scathingly inquired; "Why don't you carry a wrist
watch like every bcxly else?"

-<>-The Beta Club Journal furnishes this
bit of rhyme of interest to chem students,
"Sing a song of sulphide, beaker full
of lime,
Four and 20 test tubes breaking all
the time.
When the cork is taken out,
Furner begin to reek
To have five times a week?"

Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936, at Searcy, Arkans~
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[ REUGIOUS CORNER

J

The Boun.d Vplumes of the Bison
will be ·distributed the early part of
next week. Those who have reserv·
ed Volumes are requested to call for
them at the ~ison office at the tilll<\
to be announced.
The surplus Bound Volumes will
be on sale immediately following
distribution of the reserved copies.

"THIS MAN'S RELIGION IS VAIN"
By I oe Cannon
At one time or another we all get
pretty thirsty. It is certainly a treat to
go to one of the water fountains on the
campus and gee a refreshing drink of
cool, pure water. But there are times
when I have gone to a water fountain
expecting to gec a good drink, when
nothing but rust and dirty water spurted forth. Such water I could not drink;
it was useless, and if I had taken some.
ir would probably have made me sick.
The foregoing brings to mind what
our brother James wrote to us, "Doth
the fountain send forth from the same
opening sweet water and bitter?" Of
course you know the answer.
The rongue of Man is a restless evil,
and muse be controlled. 1£ we are corupc ins,ide, then the tongue will overflow wfth malice and wickedness.
The Lord. calls us to be fountains of
purity and righteousness, but if we do
r:ot bridle our tongues, then our religion is vain. Some of us profess to be
very righteous at times, and when we
a~omplish something we swell up co
immense proportions. The result is that
we brag about our deeds, and slyly
weed compliments out of our friends.
"This man's religion is vain."
You know, some people have enough
trouble struggling against sin without
some of us pushing them into the mud.
How many times have you heard the
statement, "He's a niee fellow, but
. " It is true that· we all live close together here at school, but that is no
excuse for gossipping. There is entirely
\00 much behind-the-backness
passing
around. It is time we learned to bridle
our tongues, or mind our own busin·
ess.
Sarcastic bitterness, coupled with a
hypocritical attitude is not Christian
"This man's religion is vain."
Let us all cry to be fountains of pure
water, where men can drink righteous·
ness, and not be turned away because.
of pollution.
"If any stumblech not in word, the
same is a perfect man, able to bridk
the whole body also."·

~ Training School News ~
Graduation exercises for the training
school will be held in the college audi·
torium Saturday night, May 24, at seven o'clock. Eleven students will receive
their diplomas. Everyone is invited to
attend.
-0--

The eighth grade defeated the seventh grade in the annual softball game
between the two upper classes, 6-5. A
tie game was played ac the golf cours(
Friday afternoon as a feature of the pie·
nic sponsored by the seventh grade.
-0--

The students of the third and fourth
grades presented a program summariz
ing their year's work on Friday after·
noon. It included several special fea
cures. Pearl Mahan and Madge Mc
Cluggage assisted in directing.
-0--

Quite a number of the upper grade
students were absent from classes Sat·
urday as the local troop of Boy 'Scouts
took a three day camping trip to Petit
Jean.
-0--

The first and second graders are
busily engaged in a study of spring
flowers, seeds, rooting of plants, and
related verse.

Keith Thompson recently gave the
students an afternoon ~re and forum
discussion of life in England and Cana·
da.
--0--

The third and fourth grades recently
enjoyed their spring picnic at the home
of Robert Street.

1
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The third grade today presented a
one act play built about the general
theme of healthful living.
--aHarding Training School Teachers
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summer months.
Miss Lee will be teachi ng three
courses in William Penn College at
Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Mrs. H uddleston will probably be as-
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Since this is the last issue and since many a gain. "Now let's see.: there was
oh yeah,
have thrown away all jour~alisti c · Filipwicz, Ritinski, and good
old
Jahowitz.
Boy!
you
just can't
pride, I have decided by popular request, namely my own, to write my last beat an Irishman when it comes to
' --0-will and testament. Yep, I have decided football!"
-Ot-Have you heard the one about the
to make this my last dedication to the
poppa tomatoe, the momma tomatoe,
venerable old sage of wise, and unwise,
Coming back from the senior skating
and the little baby ·tomatoes? Well,
and witcy jokes, not Bob Helscen but
party the other Saturday night, Dr.
here goes:
Joseph Miller. However, I must admit
Frank Rhodes was telling what all he
Once upon a time there was a poppa,
because of a punishing conscience chat
saw while he was in California. He
momma, and baby tomatoe; and on
I got the courage only after the ruthwas just about through when he
one Sunday afternoon they ' decided to
less and reactionary reign of "Hatchetthought of something else. "Oh, yeah,
arm" Brown and "Merciless" Mercer
go for
a walk in one of America's
he said, I nearly forgot; I saw Roy
most beautiful garden spots. However,
had ended. Yak, Yak, Yak here goes:
Rogers and Triger." "However, I enon the stroll the little baby tomatoe
The other day over in Bill O'Neal's
joyed Trigger more."
kept lagging behind, and his poppa
hutment there was a timely discussion
To this Millie Lanier asked : "Well,
kept telling him to step it up, but the
progressing quire well on the subject
what did he do?"
baby tomatoe still lagged behind. This
of what each was going to do next
Dr. Frank: "Oh, nothing much, he
continued till the pappa tomaroe lost
year. Bill O'Neal said that he might
just came out and 'horsed' around."
dll patience with the baby tomatoe and
come back here or go to David Lip-0stomped him and said : "That'll teach
sco~b . Bill Handy kept mumbling
something about women, women, womAfter having been under medical care you; now 'ketchup' with us!"
en. Then t0 our surprise Don "Hot-0because of an infected nose Dr. Bales
Now, I must close. I don't know
shot" Engle said that he was going to remarked: "I don't have any more faith
get married and get a job painting at in those nurses who claimed to be my whether I have scored a victory or nor,
forty·nine cents an hour.
friends. Being treated with penicilin by but as the Jap said when he captured
To this startling statement John one of those nurses for an infection is a swamp in New Guinea: "Fungi!!"
Brown who was resting supinely on just like being stabbed in the - back!"
the "S immons mattressed" army bunk,
-o-blurted out in his typical deep southern
The Bible Book by Book, by Tid- Bronx accent: "Don, Don, my boy,
In quest for some jokes for this col· well, will be found especially helpful
don't you know slavery went out when ~ umn (However, I realize that same of to all preachers and Bible class teachthe union army won the Civil War? " you think by the looks of chis column ers. It contains a brief outline of each
that I still am.) I asked Topeka At- book of the Bible and some of the
-erkinson if he knew of any jokes. About more important teachings of each book.
Out on the north porch of Godden that time Millie Lanier strode by, and Get your copy at the College Book
last Wednesday afternoon just before
he, looking the situation over, said : Store.
supper (how's that for straight news?')
Al Goldman, Steve Eckstein, John
Brown, and others were talking about
* * 24 HOUR TAXI SERVICE * *
the football teams New York has had.
Al began to mention the immortals of
PHONE 586
PHONE 586
Fordham who lu~ged the leather for
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-0--

To alot of you up and coming chem·
istry students I imagine that you have
found out that in Qual anything is
"possible".
·

I

Sermon Outlines on Acts by C. C.
Crawford has been one of our most
popular sermon outline books. $1.50 at
the College Book Store.

! ·. ~!XIE

sistiog in the summer session of the
training school, while Miss Crittenden
will be attending her college courses.
Mrs. Draper will be working half of
each day with the training school and
the other half at Hawkins Hospital.
Miss Knight plans to spend most of
her vacation observing the educational
methods employed in other schools.

Visiting chapel speakers during the
past two weeks have included Dean
Sears, Professor 'Spain, Ralph Noffsinger, 'Sammie Swim, Bill Fryer, and John
Fryer.

May 23

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

Dr. J. D. Bales, associate professor
of Bible and education on the Harding
faculty, has completed the manuscript
of his third book dealing with religious
subjects.
Scheduled for spring publication by
the Old Paths Book Club, De Moines,
Iowa, the book, "Soils and Seeds of
Sectarianism," is based on the parable
of the sower. In it, Dr. Bales traces the
development of sectarianism in religion
in the light of the sowing of the seed.
Two previous books by D r. Bales are
"Christian Conscientious Objectors,"
and "You Are a Christian Now." He is
now working on two more books to be
published at a future date. The first,
dealing with the causes of unbelief, is
tentatively titled "How Can You Believe," and the other will treat the subjc:ct ~f Mormomism.
Dr. Bales writes for numerom; religious publications. He is on the editorial staff of "World Vision," "Lifeline,"
"20th Century Christian," and "Gospel
Broadcast." In addition, he has written
a large number of tracts and booklets
on religious subjects.
In addition to writing and teaching,
Dr. Bales preaches for the Clarksdale,
Miss., and Alicia, Ark., congregations,
and is one of the most frequent speakers on the chapel platform. ·

Recenc winners in the upper grade
wood carving contest were Paul Summitt, Albert Weaver, and Wayland
Wilkerson. Paul had the most outstanding display, with Albert second.
Wayland presented the most outstanding individual pi~l

"Millie Lanier."
To which maddened Millie retorted :
"I represent that statement!"

-from TIPPS

-0--

Happy Birthday!
Ruby Hanes
Pearle Mahan
Joe Webb
Wendell Elmer Mel~on
Marion Hickingbottom
- Julia Hughes
Elizabeth Ware
Thomas A. Reed
Richard Smith
Henry Homer Fulbright
Madge McCluggage
Lynn Hefton
Mariam Larsen
Charles Richard Kratz
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PENDRIPS

Third Book Will Be
Published By Bales

Notice!!

SEAR~Y,

W e Wish You A

1

PLEA S A -NT
SUMMER
VA C ATION

Wm. WALKER
STUDIO

Treat of the week ..
BUTTERSCOTCH
20c
PECAN SUNDAE ... .. . .. . . . .
o

1•

L ._P_h_o_n__e_6_9_4_ _____.•.

(Dry roasted, buttered pecans, in
Butter Scotch Syrup)

20c
MILKSHAK ES .... ... ... . 15c
M A LTS ..

Harding
College Inn
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Art Classes Finish
School Calendar
For Publication

Done with only a black medium and
using lights and darks, pictures on the
calendar were painted by art students
of several classes co denote important
phases of student activities on the
Harding campus.
Short verses appearing beneath were
composed by Josephine Connell.
Mrs. Mason said that she obtained
the idea from a similar publication made
at Abilene Christian College in Abilen~
last year.

Howell Speaks To
Journalism Class
While visiting friends on the campus over the weekend, Marvin Howell,
assistant editor of the Dunklin Democrat, Kennett, Missouri, spoke to the
,.Ournalism 202 class Sarurday morning,
May· 17. Howell centered his talk around experiences he has had as a cub
reporter on the paper published biweekly in Kennett.

In a letter. received by Senior
Class President James Ganus after
publication of the Bison's front
page, N. B. Hardeman, one of the
men listed as a graduation speaker,
wrote that a conflict of the Harding
bacculareate schedule with that of
Freed-Hardeman college graduation
exercises will not permit his participation in the Harding program
May 29.
C. E. McGaughey, minister of the
Fourteenth Street Church of Christ
in Washington, D. C., has accepted
the invitation to be the speaker for
the bacculareate address, Ganus said
Wednesday.
McGaughey, well-known by Harding students who worked in Washington and throughout the south as
an outstanding speaker, has served
the Central Washington congrega.tion since 194.·2, leading an intense
program of activity which included
nine church services a week in addition_ to a radio program. A speaking
schedule of five or more addresses
on Sunday has been carried out frequently by McGaughey in h is Washington work.
He was a recent visitor on the
Harding Campus when he stopped
briefly enroute to Texas.

Where · was I when the important
phone call came? Not there. Hunted
all over the campus. Not found. Finally, just as I was leaving the campus
for Judsonia (White County Printing
Co., that is) to fill the well-worn shoes
of Brown, retired editor of ye olde
"hot-news" Bison, there HE stood.
There was the man pursuing me (don't
gee excited - just read on). Coach
"Pinky" Berryhill (see what I mean?)
very calmly said, "I have a statement
for the press.''
Hold everything! Stop the wheels!
Get those words!
"Yes, sir, I'm ready."
Coach: "I want to publicly thank
your sports editor, Jimm ie Atkinson,
for his part in making the 1946-47 intramural p rogram the success it has
been. H is complete coverage of games
and events has helped create an inter·
est we would otherwise have missed."
Imagine it! Tracking down an already
well-worked editor for 'THAT! All I've

RADIOS -

120 W . Race St.

Phone 76

Home Made Cornbread
-1
t
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l
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20c
M I L K SHAK E S .. . .... .. . 15c
MALTS ......... .. .... .. .. 20c

I

Harding
College Inn
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The Annual Staff will also be presented by the editor and acknowledg-
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Searcy, Arkansas
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Come In To See Our
1947 CHEV ROLET

Phones 212 - 303
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Help-Self Laundry
Open 7 :00

610 East Center
Close 6 :00
During MaySpecial prices to Veter.ans A ttending College
and Unemployed
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CHEVROLET COMPANY l
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FRESH
1STRAWBEllRY SUNDAES

lt

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Hughes, formerly of Searcy, have bcught the Hopper
News and Book Stc: e from Mr. and
Mrs. Emory Hopper and. are now operating the business. Mr. Hughes formerly taught at HarJing College after
his graduation there. Mrs. Hughes, also
a Harding graduate, was secretaty to
President George 'S. Benson a number
of years. For the pst two yeari they
have lived in Kentucky.

Final winners in college and academy
who's who features of the yearbook
will be introduced during the program.

-T RY OU R-

WITH

MAKE THE COLLEGE INN
Your Headquarters

t

The program, a traditional ceremony, will take place in the college
auditorium on the evening the books
arrive. At that time the winner of the
Petit Jean Queen title will be announced and crowned. Final contestants were
Lou Dugger, Hillsboro, Texas, junior;
Thelda Healy, senior from Ft. Collins,
Colorado, and Janet Rae, Cordell, Oklahoma, senior.

Hughes A cquires
Hopper Store

S T ANDARD OIL
COMPANY

l_____ __
l

RECORDS

W elcome Visitors....

••
l
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Sermon Outlines on Acts by C. C.
Crawford has been one of our most
popular sermon outline books. $1.50 at
the College Book Store.

" Home of Good E ats"

J. D. Phillips & Son

---

I

next y~)

from the Bison Office Wednesday

We __ 1 poultry, eggs, hides, fur, etc., operate modern pecan shelling plan1
H: M. Thompson and M. 0. Thompson
Phone 156, Searcy, Art.

I

(to be continued -

Allen's Quality Bakery

Pick up your Bound Volume

.
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He strolled into the Bison office just
after Christmas and said in his usual
refined and diplomatic manner, "Hey!
I wanta job!"
Since then he has only earned 1200
inches. Why it takes 400 to letter!

The postponement is due to a material
shortage affecting the printing of the
book, she commented.

WE LCOME TO

U. S 4."'lproved , R.O.P. Enriched Baby Chicks , Since 1927

l

where credit's due. But all Jimmie's
done since Christmas has been to k~p
track of every game and event, cover it,
check on details, write the •story, write
the head, and go to the printer's in
Judsonia every week to put the sports
page together. Now I ask you, is that
111uch?

The · dedication program of the Petit
Jean, school annual, has been postponed
until the first part of next week, Lois
Hemingway, editor, said Wednesday.

COMPLIMENTS OF-

THE THO MPSON HATCHERY & THE THOMPSO N CC.

t
••
•

seen on the Sports Page was a bunch
of names and dots and numbers.
Well, I
believe in· giving credit

ments made. Following the presentation
of the first Petit Jean to the person to
whom the book is dedicated , remain·
ing copies will be isst:.ed to the stud·
ent body.

OF NEW JERSEY

Howell, a Harding graduate of '46
was circulation manager and general
reporter on the Bison staff while here
in school.

'I
:
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Was It Worth It?- - Well If Dedication Program
You LikeDotsA ndNumbers Will Disclose Queen

Correction

Mrs. Perry Mason art department
head, announced this week the completion by various classes of an art calendar depicting phases of college life.
Ir will be published this summer and
go on sale to the student body at the
opening of the fall term.

A~ANSAS

Ii
•

!
•

Mason Will Work
On Degree Next Year
Mason completed work for his B.
A. at Abilene Christian Colllege in
Abilene, later takjig his M. A. at
George Peabody in Nashville.
During the war he was inducted into the Army Air Forces and stationed
at the Air Field in Lubbock, Texas, for
one year. From there he was sent to
Drury College in Springfield, ·Missouri,
for six months' training.
He was stationed at the. Bradey Air
Field in Brady, Texas, the following
five months, and went from there to
the Intelligence 'School in Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania. He later spent two years
with overseas forces in England.
Perry Mason, principal of the Harding Academy, said Wednesday that he
will not fill his present position again
next year because of plans to work on
his doctor's degree. Mr. Mason expects
to begin his study at George Peabody
college, Nashville, this fall. To take
the greater part of his studies in the
field of political science, he hopes to
do his final term of work on his degree at Duke University. •
Mason will serve_ as camp manager

at Camp Tahkodah this summer. Other
Harding faculty members and students
on the Tahkodah staff for the summer
include Virgil Lawyer, Colis Campbell,
Ken Elder, Therman Healy, Ed Cade,
and Sterling Merritt.

LC Club Presents
Senior Picture
The Las Companeras club, girls' social organization, presented a picture containing photographs of all members of
the 1946-47 senior class to the student
body in assembly Wednesday.
To be an annual .roject of the club,
this is the first of the series. The announcement was made by Neil B. Cope
and the picture unveiled by Claudia
Pruett.
Some seventy seniors are placed in
individual cuts around a center picture
of the Hardi ng gateway. Centered at the
top of the display is the senior class
sponsor, Andy T. Ritchie,t Presiden
George S. Benson, and Dean l. C
Sears.
The William Walker Studio arranged the display and printed the picture
which was hung in the center hall entrance of the administration building.

···· ······ · ·· · ······· · ·1
PARK VIEW
SERVI CE STATION
CARTHEL ANGEL
Owner

WHITEHOUSE
CAFE

J
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Ah, For The Want Of A
Dictionary- Or A Synonym

0 Lord, I thank Thee for the love
That makes my life so bright
For this I thank thee 'Sunday niom,
But not on Sunday night.

By Etaom Shrdlu
For want of a nail the shoe was lost,
for want of a horse the battle was lost,
and for want of the battle the war was
lost. Remember? A similar situation
was encountered yesterday at the WhiteCounty Printing Company while the
new Ed and yours truly were laboring
to bring the last issue of the Bison to
its news-hungry readers.
(And who
says they aren't news-hungry -? )
The new Ed, Connell by name, was
giving the typewriter ( 1912 model,
Van Meter Special) numerous kinds of
fits writing an article pertaining to the
Alumni program when suddenly she
stopped and asked "Always On The
Spot" Shrdlu how to spell a certain
word.
'Shrdlu, being awakened from a sound
and peaceful slumber by the frantic call
from Ye Ed, promptly put into opera_...
tion his ingenuity and resourcefulness
-but to no avail. Neither could spell
the word.
"Mr. Van Meter, how do you spell
(that word) ?" the Ed meekly asked.
"I don't,'' was the reply.
"Mr. Epps, how do you spell ( that
word?" She tried once more.
"I don't either," came the answer.
Then 'Shrdlu had a bright one. Why
not look in, the dictionary? The suggestion was made with calm assurance.
What! No dictionary in a newspaper
office? Yes, no dictionary.
"Shrdlu", barked Ed, Go find a
dictionary. Go find a Webster. Go to
the book store, go to the drug store,
go to the cafe next-door, go to the
barber shop, but find out how to spell
(that word! ) "
Shrdlu went Martindill's hard-

BEST

ware store; the bus station; Waller
Brothers, the honest plant growers; the
post office; sale barn; beauty saloon;
'Southern Valley Shows; the Esso Service Station; aiid the Nehi Bottling
Company. The answer was always the
same. No dictionary.
An hour later he returned to the
office.
"Did you find one?" Connell quizzed.
"May I lose my 1947 Petit Jean and
bound volume of the Bison and have
to take biology again next year, but
not a single one could I find," he answered, wiping his fevered brow.
"Well, never mind, Etaoin", she consoled, "I used a synonym."

Bride-Elect 'ls
Shower Honoree
Members of the Judsonia church of
Christ honored Miss Mary Lee Strawn,
bride-elect of Dale Jorgenson, wi th a
shower
of wedding gifts following
p!ayer meeting services in Judsonia
Wednesday night. Jorgenson, junior
student, has served as song director for
the congregation throughout the school
year.

Is Presented Gif t
Presenting their sponsor for the year,
Perry M~on, with an electric alarm
clock as a parting gift, members of the
K-9 club, Academy boy's social organization, held their last meeting of the
current school term, May 20.

REGAR D 1s ·

I'm glad to hear our singing chant
My pure and deep delight;
On Sunday morn I hear them sing,
But not on Sunday night.
I love to hear our preacher speakHis views are sound and right,
They feed my soul on Sunday morn,
But not on Sunday night.

At 11 :00 A. M. I stroll to church,
In 'Sunday garb bedight;
Bur, Lord, I crave my easy chair
And slippers Sunday night.
Lord, bless our church and help
fill
.

Short Orders

Colliers Complete
Mission Work Plans
Loyd and Sarah Collier visitors on
the campus Wednesday evening, disclosed the completion of final plans
for sailing to Zeurich, Switzerland,
June 17.
To be missionaries in Germany as
soon as the country is opened to mission work, they expect to remain in
Zeurich until that time for the study
of language, traditions, and present-day
customs of the people. Loyd was a
Harding graduate in 1946, while 'Sarah
finished the previous year. Both have
been teachers in the Lepanto school
system this year while completing plans
to go to Germany.
Otis Gatewood, leader of the German m1ss1on group, Roy Palmer, and
their families sailed from New York
May 16. These two -have been given
permission by government authorities
to go into Germany June 1.
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For Electrical Appliances

HERE TO SERVE-

KNOWING YOU '}'ILL BE WELCOME"
WOOD-FREEMAN
LUMBER CO.

t

"A Friendly Institution"

It

..

I

-<>--Building Materials
Phone 446

t

TO ALL THE HARDI NG FAC ULTY

I

I

Come let us help you with your
skin _ problems with Dermetics
·
Cosmetics

lI

Quaint Beauty Shop
Christine Fraser, Owner Phone 440

B. B. BENTON'S
BUSY BEE BARBER SHOP
Haircuts 40c

Shaves 25c

1

I

"With or Without Conversation"
__________________________
._.___.

t

i

!

AND STUDENT BODY:-

Roberson's

Friendly moment

•••

have ·a Coke
CE NT RAL
ARKANSAS RADIO
COMPANY "' ·

RENDEZVOUS
CAFE

106 E. Market - Phone No. 8

& BUS STATION

..---~-----~--___,..._.

l
t

WILL MISS YOU

__

__,~---·

DELUXE
BARBER SH OP

Your Patronage Highly Appreciated
S. A. Coffey - 0. A. W est
W. E. W alls

. . . ... W e Trust Your Vacation
will be the happiest yet. We look forward
to your return in the r:fall.

)

PICK up your Bound Volume
at the Bison Office Wednesday.

· ···· · · ··~

"A PLACE WH ERE YOU CAN COME

Security Bank

A cablegram from Gatewood was
received by the Lubbock church, sponsor of the work, Sunday, in which he
reported that the group sailed as sch>eduled, and had held shipboard church
services that day.
Gatewood, who will start his work
in Frankfort, raised a $14,000 fund for
the use of the group going to Germany during a recent visit to Nashville.
Collier stated that four congregations
have promised to support him and his
wife in their foreign · work. Sponsoring
the couple is the Twelfth and Drexel
Streets church of Oklahoma City. Others contributing will be the Shelby
Avenue church in Nashville, the Belm nt Avenue church in NashvilJe, and
the congregation at Sundown, Texas.
He added that the Lawrence Avenue
church in Nashville is considering the
sending of one nundred dollars per
month for use in benevolent work and
travel expenses.
In- a recent letter, Gatewood gave an
address to be used by those desiring to
send food or clothing for distribution
in European countries together with a
list of those food items most valued.
The latter includes coffee, chocolate,
sugar, and canned foods.
Ten dollar packages he wrote, may
be obtained from C. A. R. E, 50 Broad
Scree~ New York 4, New York, by persons who do not care to pack packages
of their own. The package weighing 49
pounds, is sent in a waterproof heavy
duty container, and includes meet, cerial, biscuits, sugar, candy, fruit jam;
pudding, vegetables, evaporated milk,
preserved butter, cheese, soap, gum,
match~s,cocoa,
coffee, and beverage
powders.
Money for the support of a missionary, use in the building fund, to pay
for Bibles for free distribution, etc.,
may be sent to Mr. Paul Sherrod, in
care of the Broadway church of Christ,
Broadway at Avenue N, Lubbock, Texas.
Gatewiid's address at present is Otis
Gatewood, in care of Pastor Otto Fricke,
Franz Ricker Allee 10, Frankfurt, (a.
m.) Germany, American Zone.

l
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Our preacher's soul with might,
To charge the sinful ramparts of
My empty pew at night.
-F~om 'Methodist Ch~istian Advocate'

Ii

To The

Meals

' 'Oncers''

"WE WILL BE HAPPY TO SERVE
Y OUR PAR TIES''
PHONE 223
THE CO CA-CO LA BOTTLING COMPAN~ OF ARKANSAS
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Piano and Voice
Students Fresented In
Recital May 15
Students of Mrs. B. L. Ql iver ,pi ano
instructor, and Mrs. Florence Jewell,
Yoice instructor, presented a joint recital in the college auditorium Thursday
evening, May 15.
Included on the program were "O
de! mie dolce arder," by F. W . von
Gluck, sung by Nadine Young; "Al·
leluj ia," Mozart, sung by Evedyn R hodes
and "'Spring Dreams" from the songcycle "Winterreiae'', Schubert, sung 'by
John Mason. Madalen Herren played "The Burterfly" by Wright-Weybright.
Robert Riggs sang "In Summer
Fields" and "Saphhic Ode" by Brahms;
and Bill Nations sang "Serenade" by
Tosti. Al Morris played the theme from
" Piano Concerto in B Minor" by Tschaikovsky.
"The Pilgrim Song" by Tschaikovsky
was rendered by Robert Webb ; the faro
iliar "Moonlight 'Sonata" was played by
Richard Baggett.

KDR.
The second program was given Sunday afternoon in Leachville.
Sunday night the chorus sang in the
High School building at Carruthersville, Missouri.
Before returning to the campus late
Monday evening, the group gave a program over station KLCN at Blytheville.

The remainder of the program consisted of "Beloved It Is Morn", by Ayward, and "Break O'day," by Sanderson, Doris Johnson; "The Old Road,"
by John P. Scott, Paul Clark; "Malagwena," by Lecuona, Maryanne Hazlet;
"The Willow" by A. G. Thomas and
"Lo Here the Gentle Lark" by Bishop,
sung by Gladys O'.Neal, with the flute
obligato by Bill Laas, director of band
at Searcy High School.
· Maladon Herren, Al Morris, and
Maryanne Hazlet were accompanied by
their instructor, Mrs. Oliver, at the
second piano.

A business meeting of the sophomore

coming year.

Retiring officers are Charles Stovall,
Mary Ruth Scott, and Bett Oldham.

Alpha Phi Kappa
Holds Election
I

Sammie Swim, Carl Tate, Joe ·Dan
Tipps, Betty Sue Traylor, Lois Vaughn ,
Lucille Wall, Leland Waters, Jr., Rob.
ert Webb, James Willett, Elliot Wallace Williams, Geraldine Young, and
Melvin Young.
Members of the Academy graduat·
ing class are : Glen Craft, Charles Gray,
treda Mae Herndon, Singleton Kamp,
Mary Joan J..awyer, Petit Jean Lashlee,
Curcis McGuire, Alice Faye Nichols,
Betty Jane Nicks, Mary Louise 0-y.'ens,
.H ilda Phipps, D ouglas "Reaves, Martha
Sharp, Alice Marie Simpson, Jwill
Sims, D orothy Tem.l'leton, Joyce Howk,
Mary Lou Tipton, Jean Ashhaft, Carolyn Bradley, Lloyd Hainline, and Par_sy
Stewart.

I
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Shoes Repaired While
You W ait

Chris Abernathy

She · took a walk in the park one day
and ended up with a N ew York modeling job, posing for pictures of teen age
clothes. Although many girls look upon
such an opportunity as being as distant
as the farthest star, this modern fairy
story happened to a girl in Harding
~igh school, Ch ris Abehnathy, \\;ho says,
There really isn't much to tell."
Origi nally from Searcy, . Chris went
to school in a•number of eastern cities
-Boston, New Brunswick and Trenton,
New Jersey. When she was twelve,
Chris and her mother were living in
New York.

(Continued from page one.)

P H EL PS
SHOE SHOP

Jule Miller, Louisville,

Kentucky, was selected to fill the president's office. R ichard Taylor, Lubbock,
Texas, was chosen vice-p resident. Judy
Hogan, Little R ock, Arkansas, was elected secretary-treasurer.
-

Plans Completed For

~~~ERN BEAUTY SHO;i

Miller To Lead
Junior Class
, class was called Saturday, May I 7, for
the election of class officers fo r the

Professor Neil B. Cope, head of the
Public Relations department, attended
the th irtieth anniversary convention ot
the American College Public R elations
Association at St. Louis, Missouri last
week. The Convention, held during
May 14, 15, 16 and 17, at St. Louis
University brought a re::cord attendance
of three hundred delegates from major
colleges and universities from all over
the United States. Delegates discussed
the broad aspects of public relations for
higher education.
Parr of the convention program was
a sp~al demonstration of the use of
television by educational institutions,
given under the joint auspices of the
'St. Louis University, Radio Station KSD
TV, and the 'St. Louis Post D ispatch.

Twenty-seven members of the small
chorus left Saturday afternoon, May 17,
for a weekend chorus trip in . northeastern Arkansas and southeastern Missouri. 'Singing Saturday night in the
Paragould High School, the chorus gave
a program of wh ich the first thirty
minutes was broadcast over station

Nannie Lee Shoffner-Lila Williams
Margaret Bevill - Mary Shewmake

on a Thumbna.il

By Tommy Thompson

Cope Attends
Public Relations
Convention

Chorus Takes
Week End Trip

'

Si(houette

MAY

"I like to walk in the parks there,"
~he recalls. "I love children so I be-

gan to take a neighbor's baby with me
on my walks.
"The child's mother was a model
rhere. She and mother talked for a
while, then decided that i should go
into modeling myself. I got the job d~
ing the work after school hours." '
Young Chris had never been to modeling school. She remembers how hard
it was at first to learn to walk andpose.
But then she caught on. "When I look
back, I wonder why I hadn't known it

i

all the time," Chris says.
At the time, she didn 't think m odeling was very important. It was just a
long and tired grind. Neither she nor
her mother wanted work of any kind
to interfere with her studies at school.
"I came back to 'Searcy a few times
in the summer. On the last trip I stayed and entered Harding.
Chris found the people different here.
"Not like the east," she said, "Here
everyone you saw would speak, whether
they knew you or not. They were m uch
more friendly."
Now her major interests are dramatics and music. Someday she hopes to
have an opportu nity to go into the
thea tre. After leaving high school, her
immediate plans will be to enter some
college to study dramatic work. At
present Carnegie Tech is her choice.
"There is so much I want to do in
life tha t I can't make up my mind.
Marriage," she has decided, "Is a very
good career." At any rate, modeling
was nothing serious, just a happening in
her life, and Chris Abernathy intends
to keep it t hat way.

2~ ,
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at the first of next year.
The president serves for one school
year, while the other two officers· are
elected biennially.
Retiring officers are Doris Johnson,
Estelle Jackson, Bula Moudy, and Kathryn Jackson.

•

News-Lites
(Continued from page one.)
cakes in the hotel he exclaimed : "Boy,
I could eat a dozen of those." The
proprietor didn't think so, and the bet
followed . .
.
After heroicly wadi ng his way through
26 pounds _o f pastry Brown gagged on
the eleventh cake.
-0-

~

At a business meeting held Monday
night, May 19, the Alp h a Phi Kappa
social club elected officers for the coming year. Richard Baggett, sophomore
from Jackson, Mississippi, was selected
to le.td the group as president. Robert
Riggs, freshman from O wensboro, Ky.,
was chosen vice-president. Al Morris,
freshman from Ashland City, Tennessee, secretary-treasurer. Brodie Crouch,
junior from Clilr ksville, Tennessee, was
elected dub scribe.

W. H. C.'s Select
New Officers

OUT OF DEBTThe congregation of St. Cyril's
Church, in Pittsburgh, though t they
were ou t of debt, . but in burni ng the
mortgage they aj,so burned he church.
The fire was extingu ished, but repairs
were necessary.
UNFAIR PR ACTICESMoonshiners, in a number of southern states, are complaining of th~ r.actics
being used by the revenuers.
The revenue agents have found the
ai rplane a valuable machi ne to aid in
the discovery of illegal stills. The
Treasury Department reports that 150
such stills were discovered recently by
this method in a single state.
-0--

At a called meeting Tuesday evening,
the W. H. C. social club elected officers for the coming year. Josephi ne ·
Connell, junior from Smackover, Arkansas, was chosen to fill the president's
position. Velma Davis, junior from
Harrison, Arkansas, will serve as vicepresident. Lynn Hefton, junior from
Sherman, Texas, was elected secretarytreasurer. Reporter's post will be filled

I

OLDEST LIGHT BULBA light bulb that has been in dai ly
use since 1924 may be seen in the
home of Clarence W. Bridges, of Greenville, 'S. C.

·.. ·1

Compliment; ~f
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WHITE COUNTY
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YOUR INVITATION TO VISIT US
STILL STANDS-

I

MEN'S

S TORE

1a-ciy;""'ytiii'Tf" lo~e

it

'

~

D . T . WILLIAMS , & SO N

.JHAT4 PAU.S!_!0 ADMIREI

-Complete Line of Electrical Equipment and AppliancesZENITH RADIOS - KELVINATOR REFRIGERATORS
Phone 119

OUR

B~ST

ltH•}~Z~ SHOI
·HEEL LATCH

AD

l Look~· ladyl 7~-~t-th-;· ho; t of

IS A
vVELL - DRESSED YO U !

We send our best wishes

D & W Men's Store

for a pleasant
Summer
,,

"Personalized Service"

Vadtion with you

~ jaunty,

new Trim Tred shoes
we're showing. Authentic de- !
' sig ns' to go with your fresh, J

1
•

II

I

KEEP YOUR SHIRT ON!!
IT'S SUNDA E-TIME DOWN SOUTH

1•

new outfit. Heads that tum •••~

glances that linger, will prove

1

~· the~wisdom of your. choiceJ
:,.

-~- ··

-

~

)

as you leave

$5.95 to 7.95
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WE SERVE-

LARGE SCOOP
DIPPED SUNDAE1S .... . .....

t

l

2.0 c
i
MILKSHAKES .... . ..... 15c
l•
i
MALTS ..... . .. .. . ........ 20c
•
COLLEGE BEANERY
PARK AVENUE

'l
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Headlee's Walgreen Drug Store
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FAMILy

Headlee's Rexall Drug Store

SHOE STORE
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Jorgenson-Stra'W'll
To We~ May 29

gown of the matron-of-honor. · Their
bridal flowers will be bouquets of pink
roses.
Therman Healy will serve as the
bridegroom's best man. Ushers
be
Dr. Frank Rhodes, Bill Harris, Thednel Garner, and James Mclaren.
A reception will be held on the lawn
for the newlyweds after the wedding
ceremony. Mrs. Bonnie Chandler and
Mrs. 'Sidney Roper will serve.
'fhe couple will honeymoon at Petit
Jean, after which they will be at home·
in San Francisco, where the bridegroom
is minister of the church of Christ
Out-of-town guests will include: Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Helsten. Berkeley; Mr.
and Mrs. James McLeren, Berkeley;
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Beachmann, Ashland, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wise·
man, Norman, Oklahoma.

'"ill

Tentative plans for the marriage of
Miss Mary Lee Strawn, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. S. Strawn, Wheeler, West
Virginia, to Mr. Dale Jorgenson, son
of Mrs. Laura Jorgenson of Berkeley,
Calif?rnia, have been set for Thursday,
May 29, at 7 :00 a. m. in the Harding
College auditorium.
The bride will wear a full train,
white satin gown, designed with threequarter length sleeves. She will carry a
streamer bouquet of white bridal flowers.
The bride''S maid-of-honor will be
J~rry Young, while Leonard Kirk will
serve as best man to the groom.
The traditional bridal music will include "Because" sung by Andy T. Ritchie.
Following a brief honeymoon at Hot
Springs, the couple will be at home in
Searcy, while the bridegroom is atten.ding the summer session of school.

Helsten -Garner To
Have Garden
Wedding May 30

1

•..

~~

A . Preview of
Summer Weddings
Marie Walden and Kerry Wyche
plan to be married at Marie's' home in
Neosho, Missouri, in late summer, perhaps the last of August. They will live
in Dallas, Texas, next year where Kerry will attend school. ,
August 4, is the date set for the
wedding of Carletta Froud and Tom
Dillenegr, to be solemnized in the audi~
torium. Tom will be in school this
summer and they both plan to be here
io. school next year.
-0-

The marriage of Doris Abney to
Harlan Turner will be solemnized .at
Harlan's home in Lubbock, Texas,
August 1. They 1 plan to be in Abilene,
Texas, next year where both will be in
school.
--<>Dorothy Smith will be married to
Ross Mangum , August 12, in "The
Little Church of the Flowers" in Glendale, California. Forrest Waldrop, minister of the Church of Christ in Richmond, will perform the ceremony.
They will live in Los Angeles, California nexi: year where Ross plans to attend the University of California.
-0--

Lu Evelyn Patten will be married to
J. C. Townsend, sometime in late summer. The wedding will be solemnized
in the Central Church of Christ in
Miami, Florida, with Cleveland Moore,
minister of Trent, Florida, church of
Chtist, officiating. Mr. and Mrs. Townsend will live in Gainsville, Florida
where he will attend the University of
Florida.

--<>The wedding date of Miss Fayrene
Imboden, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Imboden of Hickory Ridge, and
Mr. Eugene Catterton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ermal Catterton, also of Hickory
Ridge, has been set for August at Hickory Ridge, with Grai nville Tyler, minister of the church of Christ reading
the vows.
The bride and groom will be at home
in Searcy, after August, while the

Tahkodah Is Scene
Of Omega Phi
Spring Outing
Following an early breakfast at the
College Club, sixteen Omega Phi's and
their dates left the campus at 7 :00 a.
m., Monday by bus and car for an all
day excursion at Camp Tahkodah.
Arriving there at mid-morning, the
party divided into groups to take pictures, boat on Salado creek, explore the
campsite, hike around Eagle Bluff and
to prepare dinner.
t
At noon a chicken dinner, which had
been cooked in the open, was served.
During the afternoon the group again dispersed to play tennis, take
walks, make pictures, wade in the creek
boat and explore the bluffs and hills.
Omega Phi's and their dates were:
groom is atfending Harding.
-0--

An event of August 19, at Nashville
Tennessee, will be the wedding of Miss
Carnelle .Patterson, daughter of Mrs.
Julia Patterson of Nashville, and Mr.
Roger MacKenzie, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. K. MacKenzie of Toronto, Ontario
Canada. C. L. Overrure, mini~ter of the
church of Christ at David Lipscomb
College, will perform the marriage ceremony.
After a honeymoon the newlyweds
will be at home in Nashville, while the
groom is attending David Lipscomb
College.

STOTT'S
DRUG STORE
--0-

Compliments of -

Patsy Burch, Dan Collins; Liz Allen,
Ralph Younger; Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Jackson; Gwen Davis, Robert Batson.
Dorothy Case, Jimmy Thomas; Jane
Shelion, Bill Harris; Roberta Cohea,
Laddie Allen; Edith Kiihnel, Jack Chaf.
fin; Ann Spiro, George Reagan; Mabel
Perry, Norman Starling; Pat Mansur,
DeWitt Garrett; Helen Dean, Ken
Brady.
Imogene Chapman, Lloyd Fullington; Mary Ruth Scott, Jule Miller; Loretta Smith, James DeHoff;
Maxine
Justiss, Coy Campbell.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Rhod~ sponsored the dub.
·

Gaurs Go To
Petit Jean

Forty .Gaurs and dates left the campus at S: 30 the morning of May 19. .
for Petit Jean State Park after a coffeeand-donut snack.
Warren's Cafe in Morrilton served
as breakfast stop later in the mo;ning.
After arriving at the destination, various activities were engaged in by the
group about the waterfall and Buzzard's Roost during the morning. Lunch
was served at the Boat House. Boating
occupied most of the afternoon.
.._.
._..
_._...
Those present were sponsor, Neil B.
Cope; co-sponsor, Mrs. S. A. Bell; Bill
Fogg; Tom Lavender; Mr. and Mrs.
Nathan Lamb; Allwyn Hart, Blanche
Tranum; Joe Barton, Lavina Johnson;
Graydon Burge, Jessie Faye Jamison;
Bobby Connell, Rena Luttrett; Ralph
Mrs. M. E. Hemingway, of Detroit, Denham, Margaret Smart; Bill Edwards
Michigan, is visiting her daughter, Hden Summitt; Ted Farmer, Eula
'Lois and plans to remain for the An- Sonders; · Garner T. Gross, Maxine Rich
nual dedication and graduation p;~ ardson; Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hawkins;
gram.
Oliver Moyer, Chris Abernathy; Bob
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Word and little Perolman, Catherine Yingling; Bill
son visited Mr. Word's brother Ulys- Petty, Claudia Pruett; Jimmy Pitts, Sue
ses and friends on the Campus Sunday. Belle Wilkerson; Jackson Pruett, Billie
Charles Allen of Louann, who is a Baird; Merton Steigers, Glenna Faye
former Harding student, was a campus Grice; Stuart Tranum, Lois Benson;
visitor Sunday.
Duke Windsor, Mary K. Hollingsworth
L. O. Sanderson of Norman, Okla- and Luke, the Spook (stag).
, ~homa, was the guest of his daughter
Arvel Wall, spent the weekend at
Lloydene, during the week.
Dr. and Mrs. J. D. Hart, Jr~ and his home in (:olumbus, Mississippi.
Annie May Alston left Saturday
little son, of Wewoka, Oklahoma we1c
the weekend guests of Ailwyn Hart for a short visit at her home in Henning, Tennessee.
and Mr. and Mrs. Red Hart.
Marvil Howell, who is working i.1
Clark Stevens spent the weekend a~
Kennett, Missouri, visited friends on
his home in Batesville.
Mary Mason drove to her home in the campus over the weekend.
Ida Hazlet, Denver, Colorado, is visCenter Ridge .for a visit over the week
end. She was accompanied by Gerald' iting her sister, Maryann and friend s
Sams who went to his home in Meni- during this week.
fee, Jack Frazer who went to Morrilton and Doris Johnson and Rosemary
Pledger who visited at Rosemary's
ECONOMY
home in Bee Branch.
Sue Windsor, former student who
.M ARKET
is now working in Little Rock was the
weekend guest of her brother tewi~.

..

,_____ ____ _________
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For
Welcome, Harding Students, To

Bradley's Barber Shop

STAPLE AND FANCY

-A shop tha; lries 10 be Chrisli<rmWest Market Street
Bradley
Cato

FOOD

I•

SMITH'S

SHOE

STORE

l

FANCY SOCKS AND COLORED SHOE STRINGS
L~~SH - Use Rene:_:- Make Old Shoes New

1
1
_
1

PRESCRIPTIONS

Whitf! County
Equipment Company

M.

PHONE 33

Smith-Vaughan Mercantile

M.

Comer Spruce & Race Sts.

Phone 225'

Company

GARRISON

OPTOMETRIST AND JEWELER

"White County's Fastest Groiving Store"

SEARCY, ARKANSAS

l
HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY

WELCOME TO-

Mayfair

Coffee Bar Eat Shop

Largest Store ins~~~

(Back of Plaza Theatre)

-Sandwiches
-Chili

LADIES'
Hats
Coats
-Dresses
-Shoes

-Drinks
-Pies

PHONE 344

GEORGE BELL
MOTOR COMPANY

MOBILGAS
MOBILOIL
Let This Garage Serve You
-for-

"Better Service To All Is Our Goal"
TELEPHONE 112

tr
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Maxine Rose will be married to Luther Umphenour, in Kansas City, Missouri, June 22. They will live in Kansas City where he is working.
--<>The ""lllarriage of Miss Dorothy Brewer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. L
Brewer of Chattanooga. to Mr. Dale
Straughn, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. D .
Straughn of Glenwood, will be an event
of August at the home of the brideelect.
•

Mr. and Mrs. John Lee Dykes, entertained the girls who had kept the
Sunday morning nursery during the
year, with a buffet supper Sunday evening, May 20, at their home on East
Center Street. An arrangement of red
rose buds centered the long table covered by a lovely lace cloth.
Chicken sandwiches, ice tea, ice
cream and strawberries, were served.
About 30 were present for the occasion. Mrs. M. E. Hemingway, of Detroit, was a guest. ·

-0--
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The wedding of Doris Johnson and
James Ganus will be a chucch wedding
in East Prairie, Missouri, the first part
of September. They will live in Charlston, Mississippi, next year where James
will be preaching.
-oMildred Lanier and Robert Root have
made tenative wedding plans for a
church wedding in Houston, Texas, to
be solemnized sometime in August.
They plan to live in Houston, where he
is working.

Dykes Entertain
Nursery Keepers

Margaret Smart and Ralph Denham,

' ..

DR. R. W. TOLER
Denti,st
X-RAYS
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The marriage of Jane Sanford to
Vernon Lawyer will be solemnized at
the Oak Cliff church of Christ in Dallas, Texas, sometime in late sununer
after the dose of summer school. Vernon plans to teach and preach next year.
-o-Lou Dugger will be married to Virgil
Lawyer, at the church of Christ, in
Hollsboro, Texas, July 8. They will
spend the summer visiting churches
while Virgil preaches until September
I. when they plan to sail for Japan.
-o-Phyllis Simerly and Carl Kitzmiller
will be married at her home in Johnson City, Tennessee, sometime in late
summer. They will be here in school
next year.
--0--
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Miss Mary Belle Garner, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Garner of
Calico Rock, and Mr. Bob Helsten son
of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Helsten, of Berk·
eley, California, will exchange marriage vows Friday, May 30, at 10:00
a. m., in a garden wedding on the
back lawn of Dean and Mrs. L. C.
Sears home. Joe Cannon, minister of
the church of Christ, will officiate at
the double ring ceremony.
The bride-to-be, who will be given
in marriage by her father, will wear a
white Perisian silk gown designed with
an imported lace bertha, full length
lace sleeves, and a lace peplin which
joins ·the fitted b~ice to a gathered
floor length skirt. The bride's costume
will be completed with a net finger tip
veil caught to a coronet of seed pearls.
She will carry a streamer bouquet of
white bridal flowers.
Wedding music will be sung by a
small group of the Harding chorus
directed by Mrs. Florence Jewell. Preceding the ceremony they will sing
"Bridal Chorus"; then the processional,
Lohengrin's "Wedding March". Immed·
iately after the ceremony, the wedding
chorus will sing a prayer, "Father Hear
the Prayer We Offer,"' followed by the
recessional, Mendelssohn's "Wedding
March".
Mrs. Thednel Garner, sister-in"law of
the bride-elect, will be matron of honor.
Bridesmaids Thelda Healy, Mildred
Lanier, Lois Hemingway, and Mrs. Billy Lynn, will wear dresses of yellow
eyelet batiste, fashioned similar to the

will be married at the Bayview Avenue
Church of Christ, in Toronto, Canada,
August 26. Mrs. J. D. Bales will be
matron of honor. Attendents will be
Leola Denham and Olive Peddle, and
C. G. MacPhee, officiating ·minister.
Margaret and Ralph plan to be back
here next year where Ralph will continue his school work.
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-Shirts
-Suits
-Shoes

Robertson's Drug Store
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-GIFTS-DRUGS-ANTIQUES-

Robbins-Sanford
Mercantile Company
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1947 Baseball All-Stars
/1

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Bums Win 3-2 Behind

INTRAMURAL PROGRAM WAS HUGE SUCCESS
FEARLESS BILL FOGG CRIES UNCLE TWICE
HISTORY OF '·SPEEDY" MOORE'S NICK-NAME

The
first bl~d in the baseball playoff Saturday by turning back the Tigers 3 to
2 in the opener of the two-out-of-three
series for the Campµs Championship.
It was- win number five in a row for
Max Mo'\Vrer and the Dodgers as they
came from behind the favored American Leaguers with only four hits to win
with three big runs in the third inning.
Mowrer limited the Tigers to seven hits
and no earned runs while striking out
seven batters, but it took a game-saving
catch by John Brown in deep right-center field to pull the winners through.
Brown hauled in Grady Hicks long
drive with one of the best catches of
the season in the sixth inning with Carl
Tate on second base to provide the
Bums with their margin of victory.
Hicks' blow would probably have gone
for a homer had Brown not been able
to gather it in.
The Tigers scored first in the second
when 'Skipper Speedy Moore's fly ball
fell safe along the right field line for
a triple. He scored a few moments
later on a passed ball.
The Dodgers went ahead to stay in
the third when they knocked Tate out
of the box. W . B. Clark went safe on
Wendel Kimbrough's · muff of his
grounder. Ulyss Word forced Clark
with another ground ball then went to
second on Moore's bad throw. Herb
Lawrence walked and both runners advanced on a wild pitch. Captain George
Reagan then lined a single to left field
to count the first two. Hicks releived
Tate and was promptly greeted by Jack
Lawyer's line single to right field to
drive in Reagan after Stuart Tranum's
error had ' allowed him to reach second.
Tate was bothered by arm trouble and
was not able to pitch with the effectiveness he used to win three straight
in American League play.
A single by Charles Shaffer, another
one baser by Ferrel Mason, and Vern
Lawyer's error in center field gave the
iosers their last tally in the seventh.
The two teams resume the series
this afternoon at 4:25. Mowrer is slated
to be on the mound for the Dodgers,
opposing Hicks who allowed them only
two hits in the four and two-thirds innings he worked Saturday.
DODGER'S
ab
h
po a
2
U. Word, 2b
4
0
1
1
1
Lawrence, 3b
2
0
4
1
2
Reagan, c
5
3
]. Lawyer, lb
0
2
1 11
0
2
Atkinson, ss
0
3
0
Barton, lf
1
0
1
0
3
0
V. Lawyer, cf
0
0
0
3
4
Mowrer, p
0
0
0
3
W. Clark, rf
0
2
0
0
0
Brown, rf
1
0
0
0

( Following is a blow-by-blow account 'o f an interview with
Coach Berryhill concerning the 1946-47 intramural sports program.)
Atkinson: "Now that the sports schedule has been played for this
year, Coach, how does it look to you?"
Berryhill: "Jimmie, to put it in a few words, it has been the· most
interesting and successful year I have ever had in intramural sports."
Atkinson: "It's been a rather full year, hasn't it, Coach?"
Berry hill: "Y ei, it has. We have had at least one activity going
all the time. Starting with touch football in the fall, 'the schedule

Pitching Of Mowrer Kamp Wins HS
Athletic Jacket
Nat!onal League Dodgers drew

I

SEARCY, ARKANSAS

TOTALS 26
TIGERSab
Tranum, 2b
4
Kimbrough, 3b 3
Tate, p-cf
3.
Hicks, cf-p
3
Moore, c
3
Rhodes, lb
2
Parker, ss
3
Thomas, rf
2
Shaffer, rf
Mason, lf
3

3
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
1
0

4
h
0
0
1
1
1

0
1
0
1
2

21 13
po a
2
3
1
1
0
3
0
2
4
3
6
0
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

Singleton Kamp, a senior from Kansas City';' Missouri, won the high school
jacket for
the 1946-47 intramural
sports program. Kamp. who attended
Shattuclc< Academy at Faribault, Minnessota, last year, amassed a total of 40
points.
High school athletic medafs •will go
to Glen Craft who earned 30 points;
Emil Menes, 28; and Curtis McGuire,
26.
Coach
Virgil
Lawyer promoted
schedules in touch football, ping pong,
basketball, free throw, horseshoes, and
track and field for the high school
boys.
The jacket won by Kamp is an annual reward to Harding's outstanding
high school athlete of the year.

Red Sox, Yanks Win
In lnterleague Series
The Red 'Sox took the first of the
inter-league series between the American and National clubs Tuesday after:noon, banging the curve ball pitching
of Marcellena "Chief" Sandoval for ten
hits and a 4 to 3 victory over the Cardinals.
Lefty Lloyd Wright won his first intramural game of the season by holding
the Cards to seven hits. He whipped
the third strike by a dozen of the losers
and aided his own cause with a pair
of timely singles good for two runs.
A three-run out burst in the fourth
settled the matter for the Sox. Singles
by Wright, Allwyn Hart, Doug Lawyer, and Jimmie Miller did the damage.
Malcolm Kelley was the only Cardinal to cause Wright ""very much trouble. The hard-hitting shortstop banged
out two doubles and a single in four
tries.
YANKEES - CUBS
Lefty Cecil Beck and his Yankees
took the second of the series Thursday, hurrying the Cubs 20 to 0 in four
and a half innings. The Yanks victory
was the most lop-sided of the season.
Bill Fogg called the game at the
half-way mark after his team mates had
committeed ten mechaniacl errors and
uncounted mental blunders. In all thirteen unearned runs spiked home plate
before Fogg waved the white flag.
Bob Lanier, Bill O'Neal, and Les
Perrin, the American League batting
champ, led the 13-hit barrage .against
the Cubs. Lanier and O'Neal each got
three singles, while Perrin drove in
four runs with a pair of doubles.
Beck parceled out only two hits to
the losers, Fogg getting a clean single
in the first and Virgil Lawyer beating
our a bingle to shortstop in the second.
The Yanks reeled off two double
plays to bring their total to four in an
equal number of games.
h po
RED SOXab
~'
2
0
0
Miller, 3b-lf
4
4
1 10
Colis Chell, c 4
0
0
2
0
Lemons, 2b
3
0
1
0
0
2
Vanhooser, cf
1
1
1
3
Bradley, ss
0
0
2
0
0
D. Lawyer, rf
3
0
0
0
0
~ims, rf
0
1
1
2
0
Tillman, 1£
3
0
0
0
0
Draper, 3b
0
1
A. Hart, lb
3
1
1
6
0
Wright, p
3
1
2
0

TOTALS 27
2
7 21
9
'Summary : Errors : Barton, Mowrer,
Tranum 2, Parker, Kimbrough, Mason,
Moore 2. Runs batted in: Reagan 2,
J. Lawyer. 2-base hits: Barton. 3~base
hit: Moore. Stolen ,, bases: Reagan,
Moore. Double play: Atkinson to LawTOTALS
rence. Left on base: Dodgers 4·, Tigers
CARDINALS5. Bases on balls: Mowrer 1, Tate 2,
Fraser, rf
Hicks 0. Strikeouts: Mowrer 7, Tate 2,
Young, 2b-3b
Hicks 1. Pitching summary: Mowrer 2
Sim{lson, If
runs (none earned ) and 7 hi ts in 7,
Kelley, ss
Tate 3 runs ( 1 earned) and 2 hits in
Eckstein, cf
2 2-3, Hicks 0 runs and 2 hits in 4 2-3. ·
Sandoval, p
Wild pitches: Mowrer 1, Tate 1, Hicks
Hurst, lb
0. Passed balls: Reagan 3. Losing pitBennett, 2b
cher: Tate. Umpires: Eckstein, Kelley,
Wilson, rf
Starling, and Fogg.
Dodgers
0 0 3 0 0 0 0-3 W. Wells, c
Catterton, 3b-2b
Tigers
0 1 0 0 0 0 1-2

28

4

ab
2
2
4
4

10
h

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

2

1
3
3

0

0
2
3
0

0
0
0
0
1

21
po
0
2
0

1
0
11
0
0

3
0

6
a
0
0
0
4
0

3
1
0

0
1
2

~~~~~~~~-

TOT AL'S
28
3
7 18 11
We still have copies of The Revised Red Sox ·
O 1 O 3 O 0 x-4
Standard Version of the New Testa- . Cubs
I O 1 O 0 0 1-3
ment at the College Book Store.
Errors: Young, Eckstein, Wells, Lem-

•
\

carried us through the Australian Pursu t Race, basketball, volley ball, table
tennis, softball, and track and fieid.
Then on a class basis we ran tournaments in touch football, basketball,
softball, and indoor softball."
Atkinson: "The program has been
well received, Coach. To what do you
attribute the success we have had?"
Berryhill : "The main thing has been
the willingness of the fellows to cooperate in every way, so the credit goes
to them. As you know, all the officiating in the games has been done by the
men themselves, and the way they have
come through has played a large part
in making it a good year in athleticli.
l want to say that they did a great job.
Another thing that has helped a lot
is the keeness of the competition in
every sport. The fellows played hard,
but were always good sports."
Atkinson: "Come to think of it,
there have been no serious quarrels.
What do you. think accounts for that?"
Berryhill: "The fellows just want to
get along. That is the thing. If they
want to, they can. And they certainly
did."

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Max Mowrer, Dodg~rs ... : ........ P .•. , .. ." .......•.. Carl Tate, Tigers
Bill Fogg, Cubs ..... ; .......... P. . . . . . . . . . . Lloyd Wright, Red Sox I
Joe Webb, Cubs ...••...• .• •..•. C............... Jesse Moore, Tigers
Marcelino Sandoval, Cards ........ C. . . . . . . . . • Colis Campbell, Red Sox
Laddie Allen, Cubs .............. lB .............. Joe Wells, Yankees
Ulyss Word, Dodgers ••..... . .... 2B. . . . . . . . . . . 'Stuart Tranum, Tigers "
Jimmie Atkinson, Dodgers ........ SS. . . . . . . . . . . . George Parker, Tigers
George Reagan, Dodgers ....•.... 3B. . . . . . Wendell Kimbrough, Tigers
Jack Lawyer Dodgers .........• Utll Inf ........ Jerry Bradley, Red Sox
Malcolm Keiley, Cards .......... Util Inf
•
·
Joe Barton, Dodgers ............ OF ........... Jimmy Miller, Yankees
Steve Eckstein, Cards . . .......... OF . . . . . . . . . . . . Lester Perrin, Yankees
Rex Tillman, Red Sox
Herb Lawrence, Dodgers ... . ..... OF
Players were selected by team captains and released by Coach . Berryhill.

Reagan-Parker Take

Lois Hemingway, 21; Ima Belle KimSPORTS SHORTSbrough, 19; Velda Turner, 19; and Jo
WILLIAM FREDERICK
FOGG,
Webb, 19 are the ones who will be
JUNIOR, after his Cubs had been beatawarded the medals.
en 14 to 2 and 20 to 0, each time in
Rhodes held tournaments in volley
only four and a half innings, said that
ball,
basketball, ping pong, badminton,
George
Parker
and
George
Reagan
the smartest thing he had ever done
was to call the games at the half-way defeated Joe Dan Tipps and John Bald- horseshoes, softball, track and field, and
mark - EDDIE DAVIS, a member of win 3-1 in the Finals of the 1947 in- tennis. A total of 83 girls participated
the Cubs, said, "We left the victories tramural doubles tennis tournament in the activities.
in the training camp - over-trained last Friday.
THREE REGULAR'S
you know:· While Reagan and Parker were gettbroke season • long hittless streaks in ing warmed up, Baldwin and Tipps took
the inter-league series, BILL O'NEAL, a love set to start the match. Jc looked
COLIS CAMPBELL, AND VIRGIL as if they were well in control of the
"CONNIE" LAWYER getting their situatiop.
first safe knocks after league schedules
However, with the second set Parkwere finished.
er and Reagan settled· down and beThe Faculty advanced to the finals
HISTORY OF A NICK-NAME : gan to play real tennis. They took this
of the dass softball tournament Friday
Jesse Moore did not get his "Speedy" one by a game score of 6-2.
with a 6 to 4 victory over Clark Stevtag for exceptional maneuverability aIn the third set Tipps made some ens and the Seniors. Pinky Berryhill
foot; he made a classic remark in a
beautiful backhand and forehand drives and Pitcher Cliff Ganus led the Tea.first-year typing class that earned for
chers, each getting two hits in three
but G~orge and George came through
him the moniker. 'Said Speedy, "I think with a 6-3 triumph.
times at bat. Ganus allowed the SenI need to install a radiator on my typeiors ten blows, but kept them scattered
Baldwin and Tipps could not get
writer to keep it from getting hot" over the seven inning route.
in
the
fourth
and
control
of
the
ball
I THINK most people realized for the
lost a love set.
The winners got nine safeties off
first time that the Dodgers had a
Parker played a superb net game Stevens, bunching three of them with
chance against the Tigers Saturday
an error to count the winning runs -in
throughout.
when MAX MOWRER struck out the
the last half of the sixth. They got a
first three men to face him ~ SAYS
co~ple in the fourth and single scores
BROOKLYN JOHN BROWN, after
in the second and third.
he had saved the first game for the
Carl Tate collected a double and r;vo
Dqdgers with a swell catch of GRADY
singles in four tries off Ganus to pace
HICKS' drive "Leo would be proud
the 'Senior tatack which netted a pair
of me."
of tallies in the third and single runs
ULYsS "LOVER" WORD believes
Five Harding co-eds will receive
in the fifth and seventh.
in making sure about his putouts at
athletic jackets for play in intramural
second base. In the Dodger-Yankee spom this year Hugh Rhodes, director
George Reagan pitched a 6-3 victory
clash Saturday, he grabbed Hugh of girls' athletic activities, announced over the Frosh to give the Juniors a
Rhodes with a bear hug while ~pply yesterday. Joyce Quint, with 41 points, crack at the championship. He kept
ing the ball on Hugh's attempted leads the list. Following are Margaret them well subdu~d until the last inning when the '"Greenies" made their
theft of the keystone bag - THIRTY- Scott, 36 points; Patsy Ballenger, 35;
ONE organized basketball teams oper- Gwen Futrell, 35; and Doris Rice, 34. final bid for a win, scoring twice beated here last year, counting intramural,
Eleven girls will receive athletic fore Joe Wells and George Parker liftclass, faculty, girls, and dormitory medais. Dot King with 27 points;· Edna ed harmless pop-ups to the mound.
squads - THE DODGERS AND TIG- Hodge, 27; Darlene Kimbrough, 27 ;
Malcolm Kelly gave the Juniors six
ERS dominated the All-Star selections, Thelma Kelley, 26; Margaret Smart, 23 ; hits, among them a triple to right field
five Bengals and seven Bums making Pauline Williams, 24; Mable Perry, 19; by Charles Draper in the sixth.
the · teams.
SPORTS FANS, this is the last
CHATTER of the year. Hope you have
enjoyed our efforts to bring you complete coverage of Harding's sports events with t~eir res.ult and high-lights.
A happy summer to all of you from
all of us. Good-bye and 30.

Doubles Tennis Title

\l

Facuity And Juniors

Reach Softball Finals

Atkinson: "Do you have any figures
as to the total number of participants?"
Berryhill: "One hundred and forty
boys took part in intramurals. Several
more played on class teams only."

Five Girls Will
Receive Jackets

Atkinson: "Coach, what has been
your greatest difficulty in promoting
the program?"
Berryhill: "Lack of space and other
facilities. Only in couch football were
we able to have adequate room to play
all the games that could have been
scheduled. In the gym we were cramped for space, but with a system of alternating the games between the boys
and girls we came out pretty good."
Atkinson : "What will be done to
correct this detriment to the acme of
intramural efficiency?"
Berryhill: "Within a couple of years
we plan to have a new gym and that,
plus the building of a softball field for
the girls, will solve our problems."
Atkinson: "Do you know what kind
of building the new gym will be?"
Berryhill: "Not exactly, but it will
have three basketball courts, and when
it is completed we will furnish it with
plenty 'of equipment."
Atkinson: "About this softball field
for the girls. Where is it to be constructed?"
Berryhill: "On the south end of the
athletic field."
Atkinson: "Then in a couple of years
Harding will be .all set for an even
greater intramural program?"
Berryhill: "We definitely will."
Atkinson: "Thanks a lot, Coach
Berryhill. On behalf of the Bison staff
I would like to thank you, too, for the
fine coperation
we have enjoyed
throughout the year."
ons, Bradley, Miller, Tillman. Runs
batted in: Wright 2, Eskstein, Kelley.
2-base hits: Kelley 2, Tillman. Stolen
bases: Vanhooser, Bradley 2, Eckstein
2, Hurst, Kelley. Left on bases: Red
Sox 6, Cards 6. Earned runs: Wright
2, Sandoval 2. Bases on balls: Wright
2, Sandoval 1. 'Strike outs: Wright 12,
Sandoval 3. Wild pitches: Sandoval 2.
Passed balls: Wells 2, Campbell 3.
Hit by pitched ball: Hurst, by Wright.
Umpires: O'Neal, Tate, Vern Lawyer,
W. Clark.
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SEARCY ICE AND
Compliments

COAL COMPANY
Phone 555
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-

BARBER SHOP
Come Over and See Us
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OKLAHOMA
TIRE AND SUPPLY CO.

•

Butane Systems
.
COOK WITH GAS -

HEAT WITH GAS

GAS REFRIGERATION
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For The Finest
MERCHANDISE
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Arkansas

PARK AVENUE
GROCERY
HANDY -

HELPFUL

LET US MAKE AN ESTIMATE ON YOUR
NEEDS

NO OBLIGATION

Young Brothers
BUTANE GAS DEALERJS
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